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ABSTRACT
Code review is an excellent source of metrics that can be
used to improve the software development process. Metrics
benefits varies from measuring the progress of a development
team to investigating into software development policies and
guidelines.
In this paper, we analyse some of the absolute metrics,
specifically review process metrics. Our case study is the
large open source cloud computing project OpenStack. We
bring evidence of code review process response time by quantifying the time spent by developers to identify the bug reports in the issue tracking system (bug triaging) and the
time they spent to carry out the reviewing process (time
to review ) in the code review system. Last, we contrast
our findings with the results of similar analysis from traditional software inspection conducted on the Lucent project
and from open source software code review on six projects,
including AMD, Microsoft, and Google-led projects.
This analysis is one of the intermediate phases of a current
research line. Conducted and funded under the SENECA,
a EU project, the scope of the research is to analyse the
process quality characterising key performance indicators of
the software development processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of code review is to detect development errors which may cause vulnerabilities, and hence give rise to
an exploit. Code review is characterized as ”a systematic
approach to examine a product in detail, using a predefined
sequence of steps to determine if the product is fit for its
intended use” [1].
The formal review or inspection according to Fanagan’s [2]
approach required the conduction of an inspection meeting
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for actually finding defects. Diﬀerent controlled experiments
showed that there were found no significant diﬀerences in
the outcome, finding and fixing defects, of the review process when comparing meeting-based with meetingless-based
inspections [3, 4]. Additionally the time to complete the process improved significantly with meetingless-based inspections [5].
As a result a wide range of mechanisms and techniques for
code review were developed, which results in nowadays in
the modern code review process [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Because
of the many uses and benefits, code reviews are a standard
part of the modern software engineering workflow.
It is generally accepted that the performance of code review process is aﬀected by a variety of factors, some of which
are external to the technical aspects of the code review itself [12]. Furthermore code review performance is associated
with the eﬀort spent to carry out the process.

2.

PURPOSE

The purpose in this paper is to bring evidence by quantifying two absolute metrics from the code review process:
time needed for bug triaging and time needed to review the
code. The two metrics involve the most important phases
of the code fixing process. It starts when an issue reporting a possible problem is started, until the moment when a
fixing for the bug is merged to the code base. These metrics describe attributes of the process that do not involve
subjective context but are material facts.
The other phases composing the code fixing process are
related to management, thus are relative metrics. Non the
less, they too have their influence in the improvement of the
code fixing process, but matter of factly they are diﬃcult to
record and manage objectively.
But as previously mentioned, this is only an intermediate
analysis of a broader study in progress. The ultimate scope
of the work in progress, is to analyse the whole process from
intention to code review of the software development and
deployment. By identifying the most inlfluencing phases of
this process, the aim is to dentify the factors that influence
the outcome and come up with a collection of best practices
for industry.
The analysis and management of these specific metrics
have lots of benefits for the industry. Software companies
can measure the progress of a development team in their
practice of application development. They can identify sections where the development practice is weak or sections
where it is strong. It further gives a software company the

ability to address the root cause of the weaknesses or extract the cause of the strength by featuring practices within
a developed solution.
This may give rise to reformulation of the software development policies and guidelines redefining practices for a
more eﬃcient and eﬀective process. Furthermore, metrics
related to the performance of the developers community in
the accuracy of the review process and the code review function performance in terms of eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness, can
also be recorded.
Over the years, code review has been applied on a diverse
set of software projects that have totally diﬀerent settings,
incentive systems and time pressures. In an eﬀort to characterize and understand these diﬀerences, previous studies
[13, 14] have examined open source and non open source
projects like Android OS, Chromium OS, Bing, Oﬃce, MS
SQL, and projects internal to AMD. We contrast our findings on the time to review the code from our study, with
the data obtained from the study of these other projects,
noticing a very interesting idiosyncrasy.
Furthermore, the metric of time to review have been and
is still being studied in many experiments [2, 15, 16]. Our
contribution is to analyse and compare on this parameter a
large diverse set of projects of an open source cloud computing project such as OpenStack.

3. BACKGROUND
This section provides background information about the
bug tracking and code review environments of OpenStack
and the tools for obtaining data from their repositories.
OpenStack is a free and open source set of software tools
for building and managing cloud computing platforms. Because of its open nature, anyone can add additional components to OpenStack to help it to meet their needs. Actually, in OpenStack there are more than 200 active projects.
The OpenStack community has identified 9 key components
that create the core of OpenStack. These components are
oﬃcially maintained by the OpenStack community: Nova,
Swift, Cinder, Neutron, Horizon, Keystone, Glance, Ceilometer, and Heat.
OpenStack uses Launchpad issue tracking system, a repository that enables users and developers to report defects and
feature requests.
OpenStack uses Gerrit, a dedicated reviewing environment, to review patches and bug fixes. It supports lightweight
processes for reviewing code changes. If a code change is accepted it can be integrated into the oﬃcial Version Control
System (VCS), otherwise the change is abandoned.
To obtain the issue reports and code review data of these
ecosystems we used MetricsGrimoire [17], a toolset for mining the repositories of OpenStack.

selection picking up a number of random elements.
Finally, we compared our results with that of the previous
study [13] and draw our results.

4.1

Data Extraction

In this section we briefly describe how we extracted the
data for each metric.

4.1.1

Bug triaging time - Launchpad

This metrics measures the time from the moment a ticket
stating a possible defect is reported, up to the moment when
the defect reported is confirmed as a real bug. We extracted
the data analysing the evolution of the state of a ticket, with
regards to confirming new bugs:
a) when a ticket, stating a possible bug, is opened in
Launchpad, its status is set to New ;
b) if the problem described in the ticket is reproduced, the
bug is confirmed as genuine and the ticket status changes
from New to Confirmed ;
c) only when a bug is confirmed, the status then changes
from Confirmed to In Progress the moment when an issue
is opened for review in Gerrit.
Once identified the tickets that match with the previous
pattern, we extracted them in a new repository for further
inspection.
The results showed that, from 2011 up to March 2017, in
Launchpad, 64.895 distinct tickets out of 99.134 have been
classified as bugs. Hence approximately 65.5% of the total
tickets in Launchpad are have been reproduced as genuine
bugs, and an issue for fixing them was opened in Gerrit.
You can see the numbers and percentages of the identified
bug reports in OpenStack, grouped by the 9 core projects,
with the rest of the components reppresented by the category ’Others’, in Figure 1.

4. METHODOLOGY
To investigate our objective we use a reverse engineered
model of the code review process.
We first extracted code review data from Launchpad issue
tracking system and Gerrit code review system repositories.
We then pre-processed the data, identified the factors to
measure the metrics, and performed our analysis.
The extraction and processing of the data operations were
both automatic. And in order to ensure the quality of data,
after every heuristics applying, we manually analysed the

Figure 1: The percentages of reported bugs in OS From July, 2011 - March, 2017.

4.1.2

Review time - Gerrit

This metric measures the time from when the first patch
of an issue is uploaded in Gerrit up to when the code fixing
is merged into the code base.
In order for us to achieve this, we need to link the tickets
that we already extracted form Launchpad with their re-

Figure 3: Time to review over the years across
OpenStack - From July, 2011 - March, 2017.
spective review in Gerrit. Traceability of this linkage is not
a direct task in between Launchpad and Gerrit.
To detect the links between ticket and reviews, we referred
to the information that is contained in the comments of the
tickets, precisely in merge comments, where we are provided
with the identification of the issue that has fixed the bug in
Gerrit.
A further caution at this point, to identify the right review, was to select the commits that have merged the fix in
the master branch of the project that originated the ticket.
Therefore, we preprocessed the comments of the tickets to
extract the information needed to link.
Thanks to the heuristics applied, there are no false positives in the resulting linkage. Thus the correctness of the
dataset is satisfied.

Figure 4: Time to review (measured in days) over
the years divided by projects in OpenStack - From
July, 2011 - March, 2017.

the time to review during the history of OpenStack, across
all it’s projects (9 core projects, and the remaining represented in the Other Projects category).
From these results we can say that during the years 2011,
2012 and 2016-2017 the time to review seems under control.
But during 2013, 2014 and 2015, time to review suﬀers some
peaks with the highest value belonging to Nova, Glance,
Heat, and Neutron.

6.
5. RESULTS
In this section we expose the results that we have obtained
for the time to run the bug triaging and the time to review
the code.
We calculated the median eﬀect size across the Open Stack
projects in order to globally rank the metrics from most
extreme eﬀect size, and lastly the quantiles.
We discoverd that the median time to triage a bug report
in Open Stack (Launchpad) is 0.9 days, while the median
time to review the code (Gerrit) is 2.2 days.
The results of the quartiles are shown in the table below
(fig. 2):

COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS

As we previously mentioned, we are going to compare our
results, on time to review, with the one obtained from other
studies ([13, 14]) in an eﬀort to characterize and understand
the diﬀerences. These previous studies have analysed time
to review for some of the AMD, Microsoft, the Google-led
projects, which practice the modern meeting-less code review method, and Lucent, which practices the traditional
meeting based reivew system. Their results calculated the
median values for this metric.

Figure 2: The median time to triage a bug and time
to review in OpenStack - From July, 2011 - March,
2017.
Additionally to have a better prospect of what happens
over the years and in the various projects of Openstack, we
calculated the results of time to review metric over the years
across OpenStack (fig. 3), and over the years across diﬀerent
projects (fig. 4). As the history for year 2017 is relatively,
we decided to integrate it with the year 2016, aggregating
the result.
The results are measures in days.
In the table displayed in Figure 4, you can see the trend of

Figure 5: Comparison of the time to review values
for various projects.
Looking at the values in fig. 5, we see that except for
Lucent, where meeting-based code review is performed, the
other values are comparable to each other. Our assumption
is that if some of the code review metrics, in this case time to
review, in diﬀerent projects are comparable as the projects

have progressed independently, then this aspect may be indicative of practices that represent a generally successful and
eﬃcient pattern of review.
Additionally, based ont the results of fig. 5, we can state
that contemporary code review is performed regularly and
quickly.
There are other characteristics of the projects we compared that we have taken into consideration when we assume that their time to review values are comparable. One
the most important is the fact that OpenStack is backed
up and maintained by a globally distributed community of
developers and then the number of reviews they practice.
The only measure we have, at the best of our knowledge,
for bug triaging time is an indication provided by [18], an experiment conducted with the support data from Microsoft.
They found that bug triage takes up a large amount of developers resources and it goes from about 24 hours to many
lasting days, if not weeks. Our contribution here is to bring
some numbers on how long this process takes in a large cloud
computing project, such as OpenStack.
The final purpose of this paper is to highlight, from the
code review process, the two metrics of bug triaging time
and time to review, and recognize them as key metrics to
supervise during the review process. You can’t control what
you can’t measure. And by controlling these metrics, not
only the eﬀectiveness of code review can be quantified and
the progress of a development team can be measured, but
also policies and guidelines, which can improve the development process, may arise. As such, these metrics can be
prescriptive to other projects taking into consideration to
add code review to their development process.
Additionally, in a continuous integration and deployment
environment, such as OpenStack, the role that the two activities of bug triaging and code review have on the overall
process of code review becomes of vital importance. Not
only the quality of the code under development must be assured, but also the time waiting to take possesion of the new
code must be relatively as short as possible.

7. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Due to the elaborate filtering that we performed in order
to link two repositories (bug repository, and code review),
the heuristics used to find the relations between them are not
100% accurate, however we used the state-of-the-practice
linking algorithms at our disposal. Recent features in Gerrit show that clean traceability between version control and
review repositories is now within reach of each project, hence
the available data for future of this study will only grow in
volume.

8. FUTURE WORK
Taking into consideration all the above discussion, our
work in progress and future work is to continue analysing
more phases from the software development process.
There are several metrics that characterize the code review process that we are currently investigating, and how
this metrics can improve the process itself.
The purpose of our work is raising specific metrics as key
performance indicators (KPIs). These KPIs when controled,
are able to improve the software development process either
by discovering software development policies or guidelines,
and by setting configurations of a development team.
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